MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED

ACOLTYE LED…LED Lighting Solutions for Commercial, Residential, & Public Infra-structure

ALPHABET LIGHTING…LED, Linear, Recessed, Pendant, Track and Cylinders

ALUMILITE…Architectural Outdoor Wall and Pole Luminaires

ARCHLIT…Specialized Lighting Fixtures Integrated with Architecture that takes a Minimalistic Approach

AUDACY…Advanced Wireless Lighting Controls

BRUCK…Decorative and Accent Lighting

CHAMELEON…High Performance and Decorative Lighting into a Complete, Convertible Lighting System

CLEAR-VU…LED Lighting Systems for Medical, Cleanroom and Transportation

CONTECH LIGHTING…Downlighting, Pendants, Track and Wall Sconces

CREE LIGHTING…A Leading Manufacturer of LED Indoor, Outdoor and Smartcast Technology Controls Products

CRUCIAL POWER PRODUCTS…Central Lighting Inverters

C.W. COLE…Custom and Specialty Commercial Lighting – Illuminated Handrail Step Lights, Exits & Directional Signs

ELITE LIGHTING…Architectural, Commercial and Residential Downlighting, Recessed Linear, Track

EMERGI-LITE…Emergency Lighting, Exit Signs and Inverters

FC LIGHTING…Specification Grade Architectural Exterior Fixtures, Step Lights, Cylinders, In-Grounds and Exterior

FLUXWERX…Architectural LED

HAZLUX…Hazardous Location Lighting

HEMERA…Decorative suspended and wall mounted fixtures

INTRA LIGHTING…Unique Award Winning Linear and Decorative Fixtures

KW INDUSTRIES…Steel Lighting Standards

KUZCO LED LIGHTING…Modern, Contemporary and Architectural Pendants, Wall and Ceiling Mounted LED

LA LIGHTING…Commercial and Industrial U.S. Manufacturer for LED and Fluorescent Luminaires

LAMPOLITE…Custom Lampshades and Luminaires

LAUREN ILLUMINATION…Ultra-Thin LED Panels and Downlights

LIGHT LOGIX… Hazardous Location Lighting

LSI…Complete Line of LED Interior and Exterior Lighting Solutions

LUMCA…Traditional, Urban, Large Area and Roadway Site Lighting

MOLTO LUCE…Austrian designed pendants, display lights, wall & ceiling, and linear lights.

NAFCO…Aluminum Poles

ORION…American Made LED Products for Retrofit and New Construction

PA-CO…Medical, Cleanroom, Vandal, Security and Architectural Luminaires

PARAMOUNT…Cleanroom, Vandal, Security and Transportation Luminaires

PEMCO…Contemporary, Traditional, and Vintage Outdoor Lighting

PINNACLE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING…LED and Fluorescent Recessed & Suspended Linear Systems
PURALUCE...Italian Designed and Manufactured Lighting Fixtures with a Minimalist Approach

SCOUT LIGHTING...Real Simple LED Lighting

SPECTRUM LIGHTING...Downlighting and RLM Style Lighting

SOLID STATE LUMINAIRES (SSL)...The Next-Generation of Architectural LED Technology at an Affordable Cost

TEMPO INDUSTRIES...LED Linear and Step & Aisle Lighting Systems

TWICEBRIGHT...Small Aperture Recessed, Track Lighting, Step Lighting and Tape Lighting

VANTAGE CONTROLS...Lighting, Audio and HVAC Automation and Controls

VISA LIGHTING...The Most Recognized Brand in Performance Decorative Lighting

WATTSTOPPER LEGRAND...Occupancy Sensors, Lighting Control Panels, Daylighting Controls and more....

ZANEEN...Decorative, Architectural, & LED Lighting